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Abstract: This study estimates demographic resilience in local socioeconomic systems of Southern
Europe using long-term population dynamics. We assume attractive places with a continuously
expanding (resident) population as ‘demographically resilient’, and locations experiencing a persistent
decline of population as more fragile to external shocks. Based on these premises, a comprehensive
assessment of demographic resilience in more than 1000 municipalities along the urban–rural gradient
in Greece, a Mediterranean country with marked regional disparities, was carried out between
1961 and 2011. Municipalities were considered representative of homogeneous local communities,
especially in rural areas. The results of non-parametric correlations suggest how basic geographical
gradients (coastal–inland and urban–rural) have significantly influenced the demographic resilience of
Greek municipalities. These findings outline two contrasting spatial patterns that reflect (i) continuous
expansion of peri-urban local communities and (ii) a particularly intense rural shrinkage, linking
depopulation to land abandonment and scarce accessibility of inland districts. While long-term
population growth in Greece has progressively re-shaped the intrinsic divide in urban and rural areas,
the traditional gap in central and peripheral districts is still reflected in the spatial polarization between
the ‘demographically resilient’, socially dynamic coastal locations and the ‘demographically fragile’
inland, economically marginal places. These results indicate the persistence of a center–periphery
model characterizing long-term settlement expansion in Greece, with spatial patterns delineating
‘resilient’ and ‘fragile’ districts based essentially on infrastructures, accessibility, and amenities.

Keywords: population dynamics; urban–rural divide; economic downturns; depopulation; Mediterranean

1. Introduction

Analysis of socioeconomic systems’ complexity focuses on the intrinsic dynamics characteristic of
highly open, internally heterogeneous, and relationally linked local communities [1–4]. To evaluate such
dynamics, interpretative frameworks oriented towards Complex Adaptive System (CAS) thinking were
proposed and widely used in practice [5–7]. This paradigm assumes the inseparability and intertwined
functioning of local socioeconomic systems, a nonlinear linkage among their basic components, and the
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existence of positive and negative feedback mechanisms accounting for both extrinsic and intrinsic
system dynamics [8]. In a CAS framework, the notion of socioeconomic resilience—reflecting the
ability of a local system to avoid being locked into a low-level equilibrium—contributes to envisioning
the complete transition toward a ‘better performing’ equilibrium [9–11]. After experiencing a shock,
local resilience is linked with the extent to which a socioeconomic system returns to the status
quo (estimated through pre-crisis growth rates of, e.g., output, employment, population, or other
relevant variables). Resilience explicitly (or implicitly) depends on different territorial forces [12–14],
whose impact is, in turn, reflected in the spatial organization of a given region or district [15–18].
For this reason, the (apparent or latent) linkages between resilience and the territorial organization of
a given socioeconomic system have been increasingly investigated, often focusing on specific areas or
local communities [19].

As it is evaluated using different approaches from various disciplinary perspectives [20], resilience
is considered an intrinsic property of socioeconomic systems. While implementing resilience metrics
that address a broad range of measurement issues is a rather complicated task, resilient and non-resilient
systems can be identified by examining their socioeconomic performance over a sufficiently long time
period that covers one (or more) external shock (s), e.g., by using pertinent indicators [21]. Criteria
related to appropriate coverage, simplicity and ease of comprehension, affordability, suitability for
international comparisons, and transparency were considered appropriate for a permanent monitoring
of socioeconomic resilience [22]. In these regards, population expansion (or decline) has been often
associated with socioeconomic resilience of local systems [23–25]. More specifically, long-term
population dynamics reflect the importance of the ‘demographic resilience’ dimension in a broader
socioeconomic perspective [26].

Demographic resilience can be defined as the ability of local socioeconomic systems to resist and
recover from alterations in their population dynamics and structure [27]. Changes in population size are
considered a direct measure of demographically resilient (or un-resilient) development paths in a given
area, community, or, generally speaking, socioeconomic system [28]. As a matter of fact, small-scale
demographic growth (indirectly) resembles the capacity of a local system to respond to disturbances
and to reorganize [29], undertaking change to preserve functions, structure, and feedbacks, as well as
to promote future development options by continuously attracting populations [26]. By contrast,
a continuous demographic decline brings local systems toward collapse, weakening the intrinsic
capacity to evolve toward different socioeconomic paths and dynamic equilibriums [30].

Based on these premises, demographic resilience is a pivotal issue deserving further investigation and
a dedicated policy regulation [31] because “when countries find ways to harness population dynamics,
they enhance their ‘demographic resilience’ and find ways to plan for the shocks and stresses ( . . . ) that may
increase their conflict potential” [32]. The intrinsic ability to overcome shocks was demonstrated to depend on
demographic, social, and economic diversification of local contexts [3,6,9,19,33,34]. In this line of thinking,
earlier works have characterized the intimate relationship between economic cycles, urbanization,
and population dynamics by identifying a coherent socioeconomic profile for demographically ‘resilient’
or ‘fragile’ regions [35–37]. Assuming that homogeneous, balanced, and cohesive socioeconomic
systems may better support an effective development path [38], resilience and local development are
regarded as intimately linked concepts [39]. Local development has been increasingly interpreted under
the ‘resilience’ lens, highlighting the importance of spatial (e.g., local-scale), temporal (e.g., long-term),
and sectoral dimensions [40]. The interplay between these dimensions makes local systems’ dynamics
particularly complex and unpredictable [41–44]. In other words, a local system would be considered as
‘demographically resilient’ to the extent that its population dynamics are stable, or to the extent that it is
able to embark on a transition from a given structure to another configuration and functioning [45–48].

By reconnecting recent literature on regional divides and operational approaches to the analysis of
demographic resilience as an intrinsic characteristic of local systems, our study delineates distinctive,
small-scale models of population growth (and decline) over a sufficiently long time scale [49–51]. As it is
often considered an indicator of attractiveness (or collapse) of local communities, long-term population
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increase (or decrease) was assumed to be a proxy of demographic resilience [6,10,15], reflecting,
e.g., the latent outcome of different socioeconomic processes [52–54] along urban–rural gradients—from
urbanization and late industrialization to rural development (or shrinkage) [22,38,55]. Geographical
gradients were often the bases of socioeconomic disparities among regions. European countries,
and especially Mediterranean countries, provide examples of territorial divides and polarizations
that were (and still are) alimented by differential economic structures [56–58], the unequal
development of urban hierarchies, asymmetric market–state interactions [59], demographic change,
and political instability [60]. Internal gaps have been even more intense in regions with traditional
socio-cultural practices, limited access to infrastructure and reduced accessibility, aging, unemployment,
and low-quality human capital [61–63].

Analysis of territorial divides in population dynamics has sometimes demised the role of external
shocks shaping socioeconomic development at local scales [64–66]. Assuming a variable impact of
these shocks across regions [67–69], socioeconomic systems were demonstrated to be more (or less)
able to resist short-term disturbances depending on their demographic profiles [70–73]. Although
demographic trends are the outcomes of the elementary processes of birth, death, and migration that
have significant national and global drivers, regional population dynamics can be also influenced by
(more or less) complex socioeconomic processes depending on the local background context [6,15,19,27].
By proposing a simplified classification of long-term population dynamics relevant to the analysis of
demographic resilience, attractive places with a continuously expanding (resident) population were
regarded as ‘demographically resilient’; locations experiencing a persistent decline of population were
considered fragile to external shocks [74]. Based on this assumption, the present study contributes
to the identification and characterization of demographically resilient local systems by investigating
population dynamics in more than 1000 municipalities of Greece between 1961 and 2011. Especially in
Mediterranean Europe—and particularly in rural areas—use of elementary spatial domains such as
municipalities may delineate homogeneous socioeconomic local systems better than other geographical
partitions, even if their boundaries are typically administrative—and not completely functional.

Considering a sufficiently long and representative time window [75], demographic resilience
in the study area was estimated on the basis of three scenarios: locations (i) attracting population,
(ii) maintaining a constant population stock, and (iii) losing population. By explaining (apparent and
latent) mechanisms that underlie population redistribution over larger regions [76–78], these three
scenarios were assumed to be associated with different levels of demographic resilience at the local
scale, reflecting more general socioeconomic conditions at the regional scale [66,72,74]. Our study
benefited from a homogenized database derived from official statistics [79–81] and by referring to
the common framework of Territorial Statistical Units proposed by EUROSTAT, the statistical office
of the European Union. EUROSTAT published long-term municipal data (Local Administrative
Unit (LAU)) 1 or 2 level, according with census’ characteristics at the country scale) extracted and
standardized from six censuses of the population and households between 1961 and 2011. Assuming
local-scale population dynamics as an intrinsic property of socioeconomic local systems, investigation
of long-term patterns of demographic growth and decline was also supposed to inform more precise
strategies of regional management by adapting to multifaceted local contexts [82–84]. Based on this
assumption, the study illustrates how a simple methodology built on wide-ranging indicators of
population dynamics may provide informative tools for a comprehensive assessment of demographic
resilience in local systems [85,86], offering a knowledge base for comprehensive strategies that promote
a ‘holistic’ development of districts and regions [87].

2. Methodology

2.1. Study Area

Partitioned in 13 administrative regions, more than 50 prefectures, and nearly 1030 municipalities,
Greece extends 131,957 km2 in Southeastern Mediterranean Europe (Figure 1). The study period
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encompassed the 50 years between 1961 and 2011. After continuous and non-linear demographic
growth up to World War II, the present study investigates a time interval with a linear increase
of resident population, from 8.5 million inhabitants in 1961 to less than 11 million inhabitants in
2011 [88–90]. While displaying heterogeneous trends at the regional scale, population density in Greece
was rather low (<100 inhabitants/km2)—with marked differentiations at the local scale, reflecting
urban–rural divides, and an intense density gap, especially around the largest metropolitan regions,
such as Athens and Thessaloniki [91–93]. These two regions hosted half of the Greek population
in recent decades. Similarly to other countries in Southern Europe [94–96], aging, low fertility,
and international migration (both emigration and immigration) were likely the most intense processes
shaping population dynamics in the country [97–99].
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2.2. Data and Variables

The present study made use of Local Administrative Units (LAU-1 level), referring to the
Nomenclature of Territorial Statistical Units (NUTS) as the elementary analysis’s domain. In Greece,
this administrative level reflects the geography of local communities, which are particularly
homogeneous in rural areas [69,70,72]. This is because, in many cases, boundaries of local administrative
units were originally traced by considering environmental constraints and territorial elements
(e.g., mountains, rivers, lakes, road and railway infrastructures, harbors, accessibility, amenities),
shaping the socioeconomic profiles of local communities in turn. Municipalities were therefore adopted
as a spatial proxy of local systems in empirical studies using official statistics and covering long time
intervals (e.g., [6,22,31,36]). Earlier studies carried out in rural districts of Southern Europe sharing
similar characteristics with the study area have evidenced how municipalities are homogeneous local
units that are appropriate for a quali-quantitative analysis of socioeconomic resilience.

Using quantitative approaches that integrate information from statistical indicators, field surveys,
and interviews with local stakeholders, Kelly et al. [19] assessed the intrinsic level of socioeconomic
resilience in a local community of Southern Italy corresponding with the population residing in
the Gorgoglione municipality, Basilicata, which is considered as a particularly homogeneous spatial
unit in terms of socioeconomic dynamics. With this perspective in mind, a refined framework was
proposed by Salvia and Quaranta [67] and operationally applied to a specific socioeconomic context,
the local community living in the Caggiano municipality (Campania, Italy). Ferrara et al. [22] expanded
this interpretative framework to more than 30 municipalities in the Basilicata region in Southern
Italy, which were considered as appropriate spatial units for analysis of ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ drivers
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of change and socioeconomic resilience of local systems. A similar framework was applied at the
national scale in Greek municipalities [31] and, more specifically, in a rural district of Crete, Southern
Greece, where extensive studies of resilience to external shocks were carried out by considering
local municipalities as spatial proxies that delineate socio-environmental dynamics better than other
reference units [43]. A similar approach was also applied—although in a partial fashion—in Spain [72],
and a pilot study was finally carried out for three countries of Southern Europe (Spain, Italy, and Greece)
using the same spatial scale under the same assumptions [85].

All these works also document the intrinsic opportunities of using municipal spatial units to exploit
the particularly rich information associated with official statistics (mainly derived from population
and housing censuses), which is clearly an additional reason supporting the adoption of these spatial
domains in the analysis of demographic resilience. This information is especially reliable when
municipal boundaries are stable over a sufficiently long time [72], indirectly allowing consolidation of
specific socioeconomic traits according with the territorial context [74]. Taken together, our study was
based on the rationale mentioned above. Homogeneous census data at the spatial scale of municipalities
were provided by EUROSTAT for every ten years between 1961 and 2011. Population data were
homogenized, taking account of changes in municipal boundaries all over Greece. These changes
involved a rather small number of local units and mostly included fusion (or splitting) of neighboring
units with comparable territorial characteristics, forming new local administrative entities where
communities with similar demographic, social, and economic traits are settled. Based on the results of
earlier studies [72,74,85,91], these conditions seem to be appropriate for the analysis developed in our
study and highlight the intrinsic trade-off between statistical availability and socioeconomic reliability
of comparable population data over long terms [70,81,88].

A simplified framework classifying Greek municipalities on the basis of long-term population
trends was adopted with the aim of identifying ‘demographically resilient’ districts. Assuming
districts that have continuously attracted population over a long time as ‘demographically resilient’
and districts continuously losing population over the same time period as ‘demographically fragile’,
Greek municipalities were classified on the basis of the total number of decades with population growth
or decline [74]. More specifically, having studied five decades (1961–1971, 1971–1981, 1981–1991,
1991–2001, and 2001–2011), ‘resilient’ and ‘quasi-resilient’ municipalities were identified when resident
population increased over five or four decades, respectively. ‘Fragile’ or ‘quasi-fragile’ municipalities
under persistent (or quasi-persistent) demographic shrinkage were identified when local population
decreased over five or four decades, respectively [67]. Shrinking municipalities outline intense
processes of depopulation, impacting the resilience potential of local communities [93].

This methodology was considered simple enough to be applied over vastly different socioeconomic
and territorial contexts, maintaining the semantic linkage with the ‘demographic resilience’ concept [67].
However, it should be noted that the relationship between population dynamics and demographic
resilience in local socioeconomic systems could be more articulated than expected [36,46,53], as it is
molded by complex interactions and feedbacks [88]. Assuming the possible non-linear relationship
between these two dimensions, we introduced a simplified classification of the level of demographic
resilience based on four categories distinguishing characteristic, long-term population dynamics [85,87].
Together with the ‘resilient’ and ‘fragile’ classes, adopting ‘quasi-resilient’ and ‘quasi-fragile’ classes
allow a refined understanding of less persistent population dynamics over long times in an attempt
to incorporate the demographic variability characteristic of regional population patterns, at least in
more recent decades [74]. To delineate spatial similarities in population dynamics, maps of Greek
municipalities based on this classification were prepared using a shapefile provided by EUROSTAT.
Population density (resident population per municipal area, inhabitants/km2) and percent annual rate
of population growth at five different time intervals (1961–1971, 1971–1981, 1981–1991, 1991–2001,
and 2001–2011) were estimated at each spatial unit.
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2.3. Data Analysis

Taken as representative of local communities, especially in rural areas [80], Greek municipalities
were profiled considering eight variables: (i) average elevation, (ii) population density, linear distance
from (iii) Athens and (iv) Thessaloniki, (v) a dummy distinguishing coastal (1) and inland (0)
municipalities, two dummies discriminating (vi) municipalities that coincide with the head town of an
administrative region (NUTS-2 level) (1) or (vii) a prefecture (NUTS-3 level) (1) from the rest of Greek
municipalities (0), and, finally, a dummy qualifying (viii) peri-urban municipalities (non-head towns
in mainland Attica and Thessaloniki prefectures, respectively delineating the metropolitan regions of
Athens and Thessaloniki). Under the hypothesis that geographical gradients in Mediterranean Europe
are closely related with factors that affect (directly or indirectly) the spatial distribution of the resident
population [100–103], basic territorial characteristics such as elevation, latitude, and distance from
central cities and from the sea coast were assumed to reflect and summarize the socioeconomic profile
of local communities in Greece [81,85,87].

Based on these premises, economic agglomeration and scale, accessibility, centrality, natural
amenities, and the metropolitan hierarchy were considered important factors shaping demographic
resilience in the studied socioeconomic context [19,31,36,43,72]. More specifically, population density
was considered a proxy of economic agglomeration and scale factors; elevation was regarded as
a proxy of accessibility; distances from Athens and Thessaloniki were considered as proxies of
location centrality; proximity to the sea coast was taken as a proxy for natural amenities and tourism
specialization. Dummies illustrating the administrative status of each studied municipality (head
town of an administrative region/prefecture, or location belonging to a specific peri-urban area) finally
provide indications on Greek metropolitan hierarchy, better delineating the urban–rural gradient in the
country [74]. A pair-wise correlation analysis (based on Spearman non-parametric rank coefficients)
was computed between each variable and the number of decades with population growth (or decline)
over the whole study period [104]. Significant correlations were identified when p < 0.05 after
Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons [105].

3. Results

Greek municipalities were partitioned in different classes based on the number of decades with
positive rates of population growth (Table 1). Nearly 10% of total municipalities (classified as ‘fragile’)
experienced continuous population decline over the study period, with persistently negative rates
ranging between −0.8% and −1.9% per year. This class was particularly homogeneous over time as
far as growth rates are concerned, as the statistical distribution of the coefficients of variation around
the average growth rates clearly illustrates. An additional 20% of total municipalities (classified as
‘quasi-fragile’) experienced population decline over four out of five decades, with annual rates ranging
between −0.1% and −1.6% and a particularly high spatial variability. Nearly 25% of municipalities
were instead classified as ‘resilient’ or ‘quasi-resilient’, displaying positive rates of growth higher than
0.7% per year on average. Variability in growth rates was higher for municipalities belonging to the
‘quasi-resilient’ class, but lower for municipalities classified as strictly ‘resilient’.

Table 1. Annual percent rate of population growth in Greek municipalities (average and coefficient of
variation) by decade and demographic class (i.e., number of decades with positive growth rates).

Class # Municipalities 1961–1971 1971–1981 1981–1991 1991–2001 2001–2011

0 (‘fragile’) 105 −1.9 (0.5) −1.0 (0.7) −0.8 (0.7) −0.8 (0.8) −1.9 (0.5)
1 (‘quasi-fragile’) 236 −1.5 (0.6) −0.4 (2.2) −0.1 (6.2) −0.3 (5.0) −1.6 (0.7)

2 265 1.0 (1.3) 0.5 (6.9) −0.4 (3.6) −0.1 (2.2) −1.3 (1.1)
3 161 −0.1 (2.3) 1.0 (2.6) 0.4 (2.0) 0.7 (1.4) −0.1 (9.1)

4 (‘quasi-resilient’) 138 0.7 (4.7) 2.0 (1.1) 1.0 (1.2) 1.1 (1.1) 0.7 (3.2)
5 (‘resilient’) 129 3.0 (1.1) 3.1 (0.9) 2.1 (1.1) 1.7 (1.1) 1.3 (1.2)
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The average population density by demographic resilience class (Table 2) reflects the traditional
polarization in urban and rural areas observed in Greece since the early 1950s. Resilient and
quasi-resilient municipalities displayed moderate (or high) densities that increased continuously
over time. Resilient municipalities shifted from 176 inhabitants/km2 in 1961 to 476 inhabitants/km2

in 2011 with moderate variability over space. Conversely, ‘fragile’ and ‘quasi-fragile’ municipalities
had very low and low levels of population density (always below 50 inhabitants/km2), respectively,
decreasing further over the study period. Municipalities in ‘quasi-resilient’ and ‘quasi-fragile’ classes
displayed a larger heterogeneity in population density compared with the strictly ‘resilient’ or ‘fragile’
classes, respectively.

Table 2. Population density (inhabitants/km2) in Greek municipalities (average and coefficient of
variation) by year and demographic resilience class.

Class 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011

Fragile 34 (0.6) 28 (0.6) 25 (0.6) 23 (0.6) 21 (0.6) 17 (0.7)
Quasi-fragile 41 (8.2) 34 (8.6) 33 (8.8) 32 (8.6) 31 (8.6) 26 (8.8)
Quasi-resilient 96 (2.9) 103 (3.1) 124 (3.3) 136 (3.2) 152 (3.1) 163 (3.0)

Resilient 176 (2.1) 230 (2.0) 300 (1.8) 362 (1.7) 424 (1.6) 479 (1.6)

Based on these dynamics, the percent share of population residing in municipalities classified as
‘resilient’ and ‘quasi-resilient’ increased significantly over time (Table 3) from 17% to 35% of the Greek
population (in the case of ‘resilient’ municipalities) and from 15% to 19% (in the case of ‘quasi-resilient’
municipalities). Inhabitants in ‘fragile’ municipalities amounted to 8% of the Greek population in
1961, declining rapidly to 3% in 2011. The same trend was observed in ‘quasi-fragile’ municipalities,
hosting 17% of the Greek population in 1961 and only 9% in 2011.

Table 3. Percent share of population residing in Greek municipalities by year and demographic resilience class.

Class 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011

Fragile 8.4 6.5 5.3 4.6 4.0 3.2
Quasi-fragile 17.3 14.0 12.0 11.3 10.2 8.7
Quasi-resilient 14.9 15.3 16.5 17.2 18.0 19.3

Resilient 16.6 20.7 24.4 27.9 30.6 34.7

The classification of municipalities proposed in this study outlines a mostly polarized and
dynamic demographic context in Greece. The spatial distribution of municipalities classified as
‘resilient’ or ‘fragile’ (Figure 2) confirms the importance of geographical gradients, e.g., evidencing the
inherent divide in medium–large urban areas and marginal rural districts, mostly inland. Resilient
municipalities were primarily—but not exclusively—located in peri-urban districts of Athens (Attica)
and Thessaloniki (Central Macedonia). A lower number of demographically resilient municipalities
coincided with medium-size cities (e.g., Patras, Larisa, Chania, Ioannina, and Kozani) and coastal,
low-density districts in the Cyclades and Dodecanese prefectures. Conversely, ‘fragile’ municipalities
were systematically found in inland districts of both Northern and Central Greece, as well as in
rural Peloponnese and Southern Crete, and in other mountain locations with poor accessibility.
These spatial patterns were confirmed considering the spatial distribution of ‘quasi-resilient’ and
‘quasi-fragile’ municipalities.
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of Greek municipalities by demographic resilience class; (left): ‘resilient’
(green) and ‘fragile’ (red) municipalities respectively experiencing five (‘increase’) and zero (‘decline’)
decades with population growth; (right): ‘quasi-resilient’ (green) and ‘quasi-fragile’ (red) municipalities
experiencing four (‘increase’) and one (‘decline’) decades with population growth.

The results of a correlation analysis (Table 4) indicate elevation and population concentration as
the most effective variables for distinguishing demographically ‘resilient’ and ‘fragile’ municipalities.
Being located along the sea coast was a feature differentiating strictly resilient from strictly fragile
municipalities. The same pattern was observed for peri-urban locations, as well as for the distances
from Athens and Thessaloniki. Regional head towns were more likely to be classified as quasi-resilient
municipalities, while prefectural head towns were classified as resilient locations.

Table 4. Correlation analysis (non-parametric Spearman rank test) of the relationship between demographic
resilience and selected indicators for Greek municipalities (n=1034); +and− respectively indicate a significantly
positive (or negative) relationship at p < 0.05 (after Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons).

Indicator Resilient Quasi-Resilient Quasi-Fragile Fragile

Elevation − − + +
Coastal area + −

Regional head
town +

Prefectural head
town +

Peri-urban area + −

Distance from
Athens + −

Distance from
Thessaloniki + −

Population density + + − −

4. Discussion

Socioeconomic transitions have shaped sequential waves of population growth and decline by
accelerating (or depressing) urbanization and leveraging rural development (or shrinkage) [106–108].
Earlier studies have also documented how demographic change reflects socioeconomic processes
resulting from urban–rural disparities [109,110]. Within this framework, a comprehensive investigation
of population dynamics under different local contexts may delineate—likely better than other,
more explicit, approaches—the role of territorial forces in altering economic structures and promoting
social transformations [111–113]. Understanding how population dynamics shape (and are, in turn,
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influenced by) regional competitiveness and location attractiveness contributes to a refined analysis of
local development mechanisms from a socioeconomic resilience perspective [114–116].

Accessibility and economic specialization were assumed to be significant forces shaping
long-term demographic dynamics, leveraging radio-centric growth of settlements in urban regions and
rural-to-urban migration with depopulation and land abandonment in strictly rural districts [117–119].
It was also demonstrated how differences in demographic dynamics between high-density municipalities
and (peripheral) depopulated districts are nowadays still the main engine of economic polarizations and
social divides in Southern Europe [68,69,72,96]. Based on these considerations, Greece is exemplificative
of traditional Mediterranean societies with its polarized economy that reflects territorial disparities
between coastal and inland districts. A thorough comparison of population dynamics over long time
intervals [120] identifies sequential waves of urbanization and rural development that shape the level
of socioeconomic resilience characteristic of local districts and regions [121].

While confirming the marked differences existing in regional population dynamics [122],
the empirical results of our study outline a complex geography of demographically ‘resilient’ and
‘fragile’ areas in Greece. The classification proposed in this study reflects the main differentiation
in urban and rural areas, which are more frequently classified, on average, as demographically
‘resilient’ and ‘fragile’. Concerning rural districts, multiple forces, including industrial shrinkage, poor
specialization in advanced services, and structural dependence on external funds in the primary sector,
determined depopulation and the consequent fragility of inland, local communities all over Southern
Europe [123–125]. Assuming that (place-specific) population structures and dynamics shape such
processes [126], rural shrinkage in Greece and, more generally, in Mediterranean Europe has displayed
different timing, intensity, and spatial directions among regions [127]. In Greece, depopulation processes
have been spatially heterogeneous, contributing to the widening of the divide in demographically
‘resilient’ and ‘fragile’ areas. Following Reynaud et al. [100], “the municipalities that have experienced
depopulation in a given decade are more likely to experience the same process in the following
decades”, outlining the importance of the cumulative effects of depopulation dynamics and indirectly
confirming the theoretical validity and wide applicability of our approach to demographic resilience.
“Simplified indicator systems derived from official statistics are increasingly required for a permanent
monitoring of depopulation patterns and processes and a better understanding of spatial heterogeneity
in the underlying drivers” [100].

However, the ‘demographic resilience’ polarization in urban and rural areas is not a rule of thumb,
as the results of our study concerning the two intermediate classes (‘quasi-resilient’ and ‘quasi-fragile’
municipalities) demonstrate, evidencing, for instance, that some low-density municipalities are
classified as demographically ‘resilient’ or ‘quasi-resilient’ in association with a more dynamic
territorial profile (accessibility, amenities, infrastructures, openness to international networks and
communities). The correlation analysis proposed in our study illustrates some possible factors shaping
demographic resilience of local systems and demonstrates the relevance of such approaches when
explaining the spatial patterns characteristic of resilient and more fragile districts.

At the same time, central cities and the surrounding high-density (urban) locations (Athens,
Thessaloniki, Heraklion) have often displayed, especially in the last two to three decades, a lower
attractiveness than accessible locations with lower density (e.g., peri-urban areas or coastal
municipalities with dynamic economic sectors, e.g., tourism) [128]. These findings outline a particularly
heterogeneous level of demographic resilience across urban locations that also emerged from descriptive
statistics of population dynamics in ‘quasi-resilient’ municipalities compared with the ‘resilient’ ones.
A continuous lowering of internal migration, declining immigration flows from abroad, low fertility,
and aging suggest a thorough rethinking of present and future population trends and their intrinsic
contributions to the socioeconomic resilience of local systems [129,130]. Considering social transitions,
a better knowledge of new demographic scenarios opens up a reflection on the long-term mechanisms
regulating population re-distribution over wider regions [131], contributing to the more precise
identification of ‘resilient’ and ‘fragile’ districts and the delineation of opportunities for regional
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development policy [132]. Assuming comparative, long-term analyses of population distribution
(and re-distribution) over space as necessary tools for informing appropriate policies for local systems’
resilience [133], strategies promoting local development in demographically fragile regions should
consider a polycentric expansion of human settlements, attracting population in smaller—while
economically dynamic—centers, as an example of good practices for enhancing socioeconomic
resilience [134].

Taking spatial heterogeneity in population patterns as a result of unbalanced local development
paths [135], a refined investigation of the negative impact of socioeconomic downturns on local
communities may shed light on both the intensity and direction of future population dynamics in
post-crisis Mediterranean societies in light of local systems’ resilience. Despite including simplified
variables, the predictors considered in our study to profile ‘resilient’ (or ‘fragile’) municipalities are also
revealed to be appropriate for a more extensive assessment and characterization of the intrinsic relation
between local-scale population dynamics and the level of socioeconomic resilience at the regional scale
in Europe. In this regard, depopulation—in contrast with the simultaneous growth of a few urban
poles [136]—is seen as a particularly evident process of rural shrinkage with a possibly significant
impact on the level of demographic resilience of local systems, as the empirical results from the Greek
case suggest. In particular, the low densities together with a continuous population decline over
a sufficiently long time horizon are symptoms of the demographic collapse of rural communities and
the inability to respond appropriately to external shocks [137–140], suggesting “how rural shrinkage
frequently underlies more volatile demographic dynamics” and indicating “the urgent need for more
effective developmental policies against depopulation in hyper-rural districts” [74].

Based on these perspectives, our study contributes to the reconnection of long-term population
dynamics with socioeconomic resilience theory, focusing on the specific dimension of ‘demographic
resilience’. While local systems classified as ‘resilient’ or ‘fragile’—based on the criteria proposed in
this study—display relatively clear socioeconomic traits, the local context underlying ‘quasi-resilient’
and ‘quasi-fragile’ municipalities are more heterogeneous, as our descriptive statistics may confirm.
While they were introduced to evaluate the possible effect of non-linear population dynamics over
time, the use of these two classes goes beyond a dichotomous classification of demographic resilience,
assuring a more comprehensive analysis of spatial patterns characteristic of municipalities with
‘intermediate’ socioeconomic characteristics.

From a spatial planning perspective, a refined investigation of local systems belonging to such
classes may stimulate further reflections on the specific contributions of resilience studies to local
and regional developmental policies. Though it introduces a simplified approach to operationalizing
population dynamics in a few classes of relevance for analysis of demographic resilience in local
systems, our study may stimulate further research dealing with socioeconomic complexity by building
on two separate visions: (i) the ‘engineering’ approach adopted to estimate the ability to recover from
disturbances (under a ‘single-equilibrium’ analysis) and (ii) the socio-ecological approach, which refers
to constant changes in a given system and assumes that the states of system equilibrium are usually
unknown and, therefore, difficult to investigate in real systems. Refined methodological frameworks
that (i) advance the ‘engineering’ vision with less mechanical mechanisms for interpreting a system’s
complexity and (ii) implement appropriate framework modeling complexity and non-linearity in
the sequential states of system equilibriums are particularly appropriate to shed further light on
demographic resilience.

5. Conclusions

Assuming local communities as complex adaptive systems, this study focused on ‘demographic
resilience’ as a key dimension of socioeconomic resilience in local systems. The article introduces
an empirical framework for quantitative analysis of ‘demographic resilience’ using statistical indicators
and the intrinsic motivations underlying such an approach. Moreover, the article discusses the notion
of the ‘local system’ from the socioeconomic perspective as well as the use of proxies to delineate
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homogeneous local systems by considering quantitative information available from specific data
sources. In this way, our study aims at reconnecting demographic resilience with the broad issue of
local development, providing an interpretative scheme that considers population dynamics as a proxy
of local demographic resilience. Distinct population dynamics from growth to decline, covering
the whole set of demographic responses along a density gradient—from largely urban to strictly
rural locations—were considered here. The empirical results of this study contribute to profiling
long-term population dynamics in more than 1000 Greek municipalities by delineating the intrinsic
level of demographic resilience of local socioeconomic systems along basic geographical gradients.
When assessing population (re)distribution over space and the implication for resilience of local
communities, municipal units seem to be homogeneous and spatially detailed elementary domains
under different socioeconomic contexts [141].

These findings highlight the relevance of a comparative analysis of long-term population dynamics
for both positive and normative applications [142]. Although simplified and exploratory in its aims and
scope, our proposal has the advantage of exploiting official statistics that are widely diffused in both
advanced economies and emerging countries, thus contributing with a spatial approach in the field of
resilience assessment in local socioeconomic systems. Future research should integrate the results of
spatially explicit frameworks delineating more sophisticated approaches to regional demography by
investigating the complex linkage between socioeconomic resilience and demographic dynamics more
deeply and better characterizing the intrinsic profile of socioeconomic systems with different levels
of demographic resilience [143]. Geo-referenced datasets with updated census information covering
adequately long time windows are the necessary requisite of such investigations [144].

The results of our study indirectly confirm how non-linear development paths in complex adaptive
systems are key for policymakers in complexity-led local growth and resilience thinking [145]. With this
perspective in mind, rethinking territorial strategies and social policies enhancing the resilience of local
communities and containing demographic shrinkage in rural districts are, therefore, imperative in
the present economic setting [52]. Regional planning oriented towards a complex adaptive system
thinking—moving from local to regional resilience—contributes to development paths that are together
sustainable and resistant to disturbances [146–148]. Assuming that a planning approach oriented
toward resilient thinking would secure local communities from the destructive impact of external
shocks [149,150], the notion of ‘demographically resilient’ districts seems to be an appropriate requisite
in the identification of homogeneous socioeconomic dynamics that are resultingly particularly stable
over space and balanced over time.
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